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Abstract
We show that in pool-based active classification without assumptions on the underlying distribution,
if the learner is given the power to abstain from some predictions by paying the price marginally
smaller than the average loss 1/2 of a random guess, exponential savings in the number of label
requests are possible whenever they are possible in the corresponding realizable problem. We
extend this result to provide a necessary and sufficient condition for exponential savings in pool-
based active classification under the model misspecification.
Keywords: active learning, sample complexity, abstention, reject option, Chow’s risk, VC dimen-
sion, model selection aggregation, Massart’s noise

1. Introduction

Pool-based active classification can be seen as an extension of the classical PAC classification setup,
where instead of learning from the labeled sample (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn), one can adaptively re-
quest the labels from a large pool X1, X2, . . . of i.i.d. unlabeled instances round by round. Our
hope is to request significantly fewer labels Yi and get the same statistical guarantees as in passive
learning. A textbook example is the one of learning the class F of threshold classifiers in the real-
izable (noise-free) case where a binary search based algorithm can improve the sample complexity
(the number of requested labels) from the passive sample complexity O(1

ε ) to the exponentially
better O(log 1

ε ) sample complexity, where ε is the desired probability of error. For more general
classes the realizable case sample complexity is understood quite well in the distribution dependent
(Dasgupta, 2005) and the minimax (Hanneke and Yang, 2015) senses.

The improvements in active learning are less impressive once the problem is not realizable. Our
starting point is the foundational work of Kääriäinen (2006) containing the following observations
formulated (informally) as follows:

1. (Arbitrary noise) Active learning cannot bypass the classical agnostic passive learning bound
on the sample complexity Ω( 1

ε2
) (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1974) in the noisy case 1. Indeed,

if there is just one “heavy” instance X with the noisy label Y ∈ {0, 1} such that Pr(Y =
1|X) = 1

2 ± ε, the sample complexity of any active learning algorithm can be reduced to the
estimation of Pr(Y = 1|X). A well-known result (Anthony and Bartlett, 2009, Lemma 5.1)
gives the lower bound Ω( 1

ε2
).

1. When only the dependence on ε is considered.
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2. (Misspecification) No improvements in active learning over passive learning are possible in
the misspecified case even if there is no noise in the labeling mechanism. That is, even when
Y = f∗(X) almost surely for some f∗ /∈ F , one cannot bypass the passive learning lower
bound Ω( 1

ε2
). To demonstrate this phenomenon a class F consisting of only two specific

functions is sufficient.

3. (Bounded noise) The sample complexity of active classification in the bounded noise case,
that is, when each label of the true function is corrupted independently with probability strictly
smaller than 0.5, is essentially the same as in the realizable case whenever the Bayes optimal
rule is in the class. Therefore, in this case, exponential savings are also possible and well
understood by now.

To avoid the aforementioned lower bounds of Kääriäinen and to show significant superiority of
active learning, many authors are focusing on the favorable noise assumptions. These assumptions
take their roots in passive learning and include the realizable or the bounded noise cases (Massart
and Nédélec, 2006), Tsybakov’s noise (Tsybakov, 2004), and the Bernstein condition (Bartlett and
Mendelson, 2006). Unfortunately, these assumptions are difficult to satisfy in practice, as they
require that the Bayes optimal classifier is in the class. The Bernstein condition avoids this problem,
but little is known about the cases where it holds in classification without assuming that the Bayes
optimal rule is in the class (see (Gelbhart and El-Yaniv, 2019)). Based on his findings, Kääriäinen
writes: “The implication of this lower bound is that exponential savings should not be expected in
realistic models of active learning, and thus the label complexity goals in active learning should be
refined”.

This paper aims to provide such a refinement. Our method will be as follows: instead of re-
stricting the distribution of (X,Y ), we use the power to abstain from some predictions. To do so,
we allow the learner to output a {0, 1, ∗}-valued classifier, where ∗ corresponds to the reject option.
For p ∈ [0, 1

2 ] and a {0, 1, ∗}-valued classifier f we define the Chow’s risk (Chow, 1970) as

Rp(f) = Pr (f(X) 6= Y and f(X) ∈ {0, 1}) +

(
1

2
− p
)

Pr(f(X) = ∗), (1)

which is the binary risk as long as we predict in {0, 1}, and the price of abstention is equal to 1
2 − p.

The special case p = 0 corresponds to the situation where the price of abstention is the same as the
average loss of a random guess. In what follows, we always think of p as a small parameter, so that
the price of 1

2 − p = 0.49 for abstention will always suffice.
In the standard active learning setup, given a class F of {0, 1}-valued classifiers and using only

a small number of label requests, we aim to construct a classifier f̃ such that, with high probability,

R(f̃)− inf
f∈F

R(f) 6 ε,

where the binary risk R(f) is defined as R(f) = Pr(f(X) 6= Y ). Our simplified aim is instead to
construct for the same class F a {0, 1, ∗}-classifier f̂ such that, with high probability,

Rp(f̂)− inf
f∈F

R(f) 6 ε, (2)

that is, together with a reject option, f̂ predicts almost as good as the best classifier in the class.
This approach has a practical motivation: if the learner can identify the instances where the output
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classifier predicts no better than a random guess, it is reasonable to use some external source of
information (for example, expert advice) to make a prediction. It will be clear that our setup is
essentially an active learning version of the model selection aggregation problem (Tsybakov, 2003);
in the model selection aggregation one is allowed to output an improper (not necessarily in F)
classifier and use the “curvature” of the loss function to predict as good as the best classifier in F .
It has been recently shown in (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019) that Chow’s risk (1) gives exactly
the right amount of “curvature” to exploit the techniques in the model selection aggregation and
improve the agnostic sample complexity in passive learning. Another closely related setup is the
prediction of individual sequences with expert advice where the “curvature” of the loss expressed
in terms of mixability gives significant improvements with no assumptions on the data generating
mechanism (Vovk, 1990; Haussler et al., 1998) (see also (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi, 2006, Chapter
3)).

In what follows, we assume that the price of abstention is only marginally smaller than the
average loss of a random guess; that is, for instance, 1

2 − p = 0.49. With such an option, we have
to be conservative when to abstain: our algorithm should be adaptive to the bounded noise case
and avoid the reject option in this situation. Indeed, if the distribution is such that the true labels
are corrupted independently with a probability of only 0.25, any abstention with the price of 0.49
can worsen the situation. We show in Proposition 3.6 that our algorithm is adaptive to the bounded
noise assumption and abstains rarely if this assumption holds; thus, we are always recovering the
standard guarantees.

We are ready to make an informal statement of our main result. We use the notions of the
VC dimension and the disagreement coefficient, both of which are standard in the active learning
literature. Formal definitions are presented in Section 2.

Theorem 1.1 (A simplified statement) Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1] and p ∈ (0, 1
2 ]. There is an active learning

algorithm such that for any distribution P of (X,Y ), after requesting

n = O

(
d θ(ε/p)

p2
log2

(
d

pεδ

))
, (3)

labels it produces a {0, 1, ∗}-valued classifier f̂p satisfying , with probability at least 1− δ,

Rp(f̂p)− inf
f∈F

R(f) 6 ε.

Here θ(·) is the disagreement coefficient, d is the VC dimension of a {0, 1}-valued class F .

A formal statement of this result is Theorem 3.1. Observe that if the disagreement coefficient θ(·)
is bounded, which holds, for example, for threshold classifiers on the real line and homogeneous
linear separators in Rd under a uniform distribution (Hanneke, 2014), then exponential savings are
always possible by the above result. Indeed, in this case, the sample complexity bound (3) scales
as O

(
log2

(
1
ε

))
. Also, the definition of θ(·) implies that the dependence on ε in (3) is never worse

than O
(

1
ε log2

(
1
ε

))
. This is superior to the passive Θ( 1

ε2
) sample complexity. To be more specific,

we illustrate our result by the following basic example.

Example 1.2 For threshold classifiers on the real line, if the price of abstention is 1/2− p = 0.49,
our result implies that for any distribution of the data, O

(
log2

(
1
ε

))
label requests are sufficient to

guarantee that Rp(f̂p)− inff∈F R(f) 6 ε. If either abstention is not allowed or p = 0, the number
of label requests Θ( 1

ε2
) cannot be generally improved in the active learning setup.
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The reader can recall that a similar sample complexity bound holds in the bounded noise model
of Massart and Nédélec (2006), that is, when the Bayes optimal classifier f∗B belongs to F and
|2 Pr(Y = 1|X)− 1| > h > 0 almost surely (see, for example, (Hanneke and Yang, 2015, Section
7.1)). And at least on an intuitive level, when f∗B ∈ F , an option to abstain can be potentially used
to eliminate the noise and reduce the problem to the bounded noise case. More importantly, our
result is also robust to the model misspecification, that is, we allow f∗B /∈ F . Indeed, according to
Kääriäinen (2006), the model misspecification alone can result in the Ω( 1

ε2
) lower bound even if

there is no noise in the labeling mechanism. Therefore, our estimator with a reject option avoids
both known reasons of Ω( 1

ε2
) lower bounds.

Our second result is the minimax analysis of the standard active learning setup. We exploit our
classifier with a reject option as an intermediate step. By the minimax analysis, we usually mean
the sample complexity bounds valid for any marginal distribution (denoted by PX ) of the unlabeled
data. In this setup, an aforementioned lower bound of Kääriäinen (2006) implies that one should
restrict the noise of the problem to get exponential savings, that is, we assume

|2 Pr(Y = 1|X)− 1| > h almost surely for some h > 0. (4)

We answer the following question.

Assuming Massart’s noise (4) what is the characterization of F allowing exponential savings
in active learning?

Under a strong assumption that the Bayes optimal classifier f∗B is in F , this question has been
answered in (Hanneke and Yang, 2015, Theorem 4): exponential savings are possible under (4) and
f∗B ∈ F if and only if the star number s is finite (defined in Section 2). We need to define the
diameter of F . It is the smallest integer D such that

sup
f,g∈F

|{x ∈ X : f(x) 6= g(x)}| 6 D,

where X is our instance space (see Section 2).

Theorem 1.3 (An informal statement) Exponential savings are possible in active classification
for any distribution satisfying Massart’s noise assumption (4) (without assuming f∗B ∈ F) if and
only if both the star number s (or respectively the disagreement coefficient θ(·) if the dependence
on PX is allowed) and the diameter D are finite.

A formal version of this result is Theorem 4.1. As we mentioned, one may show that Massart’s as-
sumption (4) is also inevitable if one wants to have exponential savings for any marginal distribution
PX of the unlabeled data. We discuss this in more detail in Section 4.

The disagreement coefficient and the star number of Hanneke (2007); Hanneke and Yang (2015)
play an important role in the active learning literature while the diameter of Ben-David and Urner
(2014) is used in the analysis of passive learning with deterministic labeling, that is, when Y =
f∗B(X) almost surely. It appears that both the star number and the diameter are infinite in many nat-
ural scenarios. Fortunately, our main result shows that active learning is useful if the disagreement
coefficient θ(·) is small and the price of abstention is separated from 1/2.
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1.1. Our contributions

• In Section 3, we present our main result as well as the performance bound for a passive
algorithm called the mid-point algorithm.

• In Section 3.2, we show the adaptivity of our results to the bounded noise assumption. In
particular, our algorithm abstains rarely when this assumption holds.

• In Section 4, we return to the standard active learning setup where the reject option is not
available. We characterize the case where the Bayes optimal rule is not in the class, the
Bernstein assumption is vacuous, but exponential savings are still possible.

1.2. Related work

We start with a concise literature overview followed by a more detailed comparison with some
related recent results.

The most standard algorithm in the realizable case is referred to as the CAL algorithm (after the
names of Cohn, Atlas, and Ladner (1994)). This algorithm can be shown to provide exponential
savings in some cases. The analysis of the realizable case with the complexity measure depending
on the marginal distribution of the unlabeled data is by Dasgupta (2005). In particular, Dasgupta
generalizes various examples of exponential savings in realizable active learning. The fact that ex-
ponential savings are also possible in the bounded noise case for the threshold functions is attributed
to Burnashev and Zigangirov (1974); their ideas were later developed in (Korostelev, 1999; Golubev
and Levit, 2003; Castro and Nowak, 2008). The first general agnostic active learning algorithm is
presented in (Balcan, Beygelzimer, and Langford, 2009) followed by a more refined analysis in
(Hanneke, 2007; Dasgupta et al., 2008; Beygelzimer et al., 2009; Hsu, 2010; Koltchinskii, 2010;
Hanneke, 2011; Zhang and Chaudhuri, 2014; Hanneke and Yang, 2015) and other works. Most of
the known upper bounds are based on the disagreement coefficient introduced by Hanneke (2007) to
analyze the performance of active learning algorithms; essentially the same quantity also appeared
in the analysis of ratio-type empirical processes (Alexander, 1987) and was later reintroduced to the
passive learning literature by Giné and Koltchinskii (2006). We refer to the survey (Hanneke, 2014)
for a detailed exposition of these results.

The risk (1) was analyzed in the seminal work of Chow (1970). The statistical analysis in
the context of passive learning was first provided in (Herbei and Wegkamp, 2006; Bartlett and
Wegkamp, 2008). The authors consider the reject option as an action available not only to the
learner but also to the classifiers in the base class. For a more extensive survey and some related
results, we refer to (Freund et al., 2004; El-Yaniv and Wiener, 2010; Cortes et al., 2016; Yan et al.,
2016), and (Gelbhart and El-Yaniv, 2019). Recent works (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019; Neu
and Zhivotovskiy, 2020) show that if the learner is given an option to abstain, and the risk of Chow
(1) is used, then the so-called fast rates are possible without additional assumptions in passive
and online classification. There is also a line of research devoted to active learning in the non-
parametric setup not covered in this paper (Castro and Nowak, 2008; Koltchinskii, 2010; Minsker,
2012; Locatelli et al., 2017, 2018). An extension of our results to the non-parametric setup is the
natural direction of future work.

In the context of active learning, Chow’s risk has been recently analyzed in (Shekhar et al.,
2020). The authors consider a non-parametric classification problem and make some margin-type
assumptions, which is different from our setup. Chow’s risk is also connected to surrogate losses
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appearing in the context of active learning in (Hanneke and Yang, 2019), where the main purpose of
using these losses is to simplify the computational problems associated with minimizing the binary
loss. In particular, their statistical results are always not better than for the binary loss, which is
again different from our findings.

Relations to (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019). The model we are considering has been re-
cently considered in the context of passive learning. Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy show that the
passive learning sample complexity Θ( 1

ε2
) can be improved to O( 1

pε log 1
ε ) whenever (2) is used.

We use an improved version of their argument as a subroutine and provide a simplified analysis
for it. It appears that in the context of active learning just being able to provide a O( 1

pε log 1
ε )

sample complexity is not sufficient. We instead directly exploit a phenomenon first observed by
Audibert (2008), which in our case can be described as follows: for some realizations of the labels
the differenceRp(f̂)−R(f∗) can be negative and (2) immediately follows. One of our key technical
observations is that there is a way to detect this event using only the learning sample.

Relations to selective classification. In selective classification, a learner aims to provide a pair
of {0, 1}-valued functions (f̂ , ĝ) called a selective classifier. The classifier f̂(x) must be pointwise
competitive, that is, f̂(x) = f∗(x), where f∗ = arg minf∈F R(f) if and only if ĝ(x) = 1. If
ĝ(x) = 0 the selective classifier abstains. The learner is interested in minimizing the rejection
rate Pr(ĝ(X) = 0). The pointwise competitiveness requirement is quite restrictive and is not
always desirable, especially for those instances where f∗ predicts differently from the Bayes optimal
classifier f∗B . To the best of our knowledge, only the realizable case (El-Yaniv and Wiener, 2010,
2012) and the case of a small R(f∗) (Gelbhart and El-Yaniv, 2019) were considered so far. In this
paper, we are pursuing a less ambitious goal and allow our classifier to make a small portion of
mistakes when it does not abstain. As a result, our improvements are somewhat more substantial.

Relations to the minimax analysis of Hanneke and Yang (2015). The work of Hanneke and
Yang (2015) provides an almost complete picture of the sample complexity bounds in the minimax
sense under the bounded noise and the Bernstein assumption. It remains open if these savings
are possible in other cases. We make one step forward and show that these improvements can be
obtained for some classes even if the problem is misspecified, that is, the Bayes optimal rule is not
in the class, and the Bernstein condition is vacuous.

Relations to confidence-rated predictors. Zhang and Chaudhuri (2014) analyze the disagree-
ment based active learning algorithms via the confidence-rated predictor: instead of requesting a
label of a specific point in the disagreement set, their algorithm can randomly abstain from doing
so. Similar techniques were used in (Balcan et al., 2007; Balcan and Long, 2013) for linear sepa-
rators. This approach leads to some improvements in the sample complexity bounds under various
low noise assumptions. However, our analysis uses an option to abstain only when classifying some
of the problematic instances.

2. Notation and Setup

We introduce some notation and basic definitions that will be used throughout the text. The symbol
1[A] denotes an indicator function of the event A. The notation f . g or g & f means that
for some universal constant c > 0 we have f 6 cg. To avoid the problems with the logarithmic
function we assume that log xmeans max{log x, 1}. Throughout the paper we also use the standard
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O(·),Ω(·),Θ(·) notation. We set a∧b = min{a, b} and a∨b = max{a, b}. For s > 1 we define the
Ls(P ) norm as ‖g‖Ls = (E|g(Z)|s)

1
s , where the expectation is taken with respect to some measure

P always clear from the context. The Ls(P ) diameter of F is

D(F , Ls) = sup
f,g∈F

‖f − g‖Ls .

We define the instance space X and the label space Y = {0, 1}. We assume that the set X × Y
is equipped with some σ-algebra and a probability measure P = PX,Y on measurable subsets is
defined. We also assume that we are given a set of classifiers F mapping X to Y . In passive
learning we observe Sn = {(X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn)} sampled according to P . In the pool-based
active learning, we define an active learning algorithm as an algorithm taking as input a budget
n ∈ N, and proceeding as follows. The algorithm initially uses an unlabeled infinite data sequence
X1, X2, . . . distributed according to PX . The algorithm may select an index i1 and request the
label Yi1 . In this case we observe the value of Yi1 , sampled according to the conditional distribution
Y |Xi1 ; then based on both the unlabeled sequence and Yi1 , it may select another index i2 and request
to observe Yi2 . This continues for at most n rounds. Finally the algorithm outputs a classifier f̂ .

Given Sn = {(X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn)} let PSn denote the expectation with respect to the empir-
ical measure induced by this sample. We sometimes write Pnf instead of PSnf(X) and Pf instead
of Ef(X). For a set {x1, . . . , xk} ⊆ X and a class of {0, 1}-valued functions F , we denote the
restriction of F on {x1, . . . , xk} by F{x1,...,xk} = {(f(x1), . . . , f(xk)) : f ∈ F} . The value of the
growth function SF (k) is defined as the largest cardinality of F{x1,...,xk} among all x1, . . . , xk ∈ X .
The VC dimension of F is the largest integer d such that SF (d) = 2d (Vapnik and Chervonenkis,
1968). For any set F of classifiers let the disagreement set of F be defined as

DIS(F) = {x ∈ X : there are f, g ∈ F such that f(x) 6= g(x)}.

As above, define the prediction risk asR(f) = Pr(f(X) 6= Y ) and the Chow’s riskRp risk is given
by (1). The Bayes optimal rule f∗B and the best classifier in the class f∗ are given by

f∗B(x) = 1[Pr(Y = 1|X = x) > 1/2] and f∗ = arg min
f∈F

R(f).

The largest h > 0 such that almost surely

|2 Pr(Y = 1|X)− 1| > h (5)

is called the Massart’s margin parameter (Massart and Nédélec, 2006). Let

RSn(f) =
1

n

∑
(Xi,Yi)∈Sn

1[f(Xi) 6= Yi]

denote the empirical risk with respect to Sn. We sometimes write Rn(f) instead of RSn(f) when
the sample is clear from the context. Any minimizer of the empirical risk RSn(f) in F is called
ERM. For a {0, 1, ∗}-valued classifier g we define the empirical Chow’s risk as

RpSn
(g) =

1

n

∑
(Xi,Yi)∈Sn

1[g(Xi) 6= Yi and g(Xi) ∈ {0, 1}] +
1/2− p

n

∑
(Xi,Yi)∈Sn

1[g(Xi) = ∗].
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Fix ε > 0. The disagreement coefficient θ(·) of Hanneke (2007) is defined as

θ(ε) = sup
g∈F ,ε0>ε

PX(DIS({g ∈ F : ‖f − g‖L1 6 ε0}))
ε0

∨ 1.

Finally, the star number of Hanneke and Yang (2015) is the largest integer s such that there exist
f0, f1, . . . , fs ∈ F and x1, . . . , xs ∈ X such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

DIS({f0, fi}) ∩ {x1, . . . , xs} = {xi}.

3. Active learning with abstention

We present our main result, which is slightly sharper than our simplified statement in Section 1.

Theorem 3.1 Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ [0, 1
2 ]. Assume that the VC dimension of F is equal to d. There

is an active learning algorithm (namely, Algorithm 3.2) such that after requesting at most

n = O

(
θ(ε/p)

p2

(
d log2

(
d

pε

)
+ log2

(
1

δ

)))
.

labels, it returns, with probability at least 1− δ, a classifier f̂p satisfying

Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗) 6 ε.

The proof of this result is included in Appendix B. We are ready to present the algorithm achieving
these guarantees.

Algorithm 3.2

• Let V0 = F and

α2(n, δ) =
4

n

(
3d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

56

δ

)
, (6)

and set J = min
{
k ∈ N : 148α2(2k−1, δ/(k + 1)2)/p 6 ε

}
.

• for j from 1 to J do

1. Sample nj = 2j−1 fresh i.i.d. instances X2j−1 , . . . , X2j−1 from PX and denote
them by Qj = {X2j−1 , . . . , X2j−1}.

2. Define Dj = DIS(Vj−1) ∩Qj .
3. Request labels for all instances in Dj .
4. Set Sj =

⋃
Xm∈Dj

{(Xm, Ym)}.

5. Compute (any) ERM f̂j ∈ arg min
f∈Vj−1

RSj (f).

6. For nj = 2j−1 and δj = δ/(j + 1)2, update

Vj =

{
f ∈ Vj−1 :

|Sj |
nj

(
RSj (f)−RSj (f̂j)

)
6 2α2(nj , δj) + 2α(nj , δj)

√
PQj |f − f̂j |

}
.
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7. if D(Vj , L2(PQj )) > 49α(nj , δj)/p or j = J .

– Consider the class Ĝj =
{
f+f̂j

2 : f ∈ Vj
}

of {0, 1, 1/2}-valued functions
and convert it into {0, 1, ∗}-valued class Uj by replacing 1/2 with ∗.

– Define the mid-point classifier as (also Algorithm 3.3 below)

f̂p ∈ arg min
f∈Uj

RpSj
(f).

– return f̂p.

• end for

Let us discuss the mechanism behind this algorithm. At iteration j, our strategy maintains a set
Vj of candidate classifiers and requests the labels of instances that belong to the disagreement set
of Vj . Then we update the set Vj by removing all classifiers making a large number of mistakes
on the requested labels. This part of our algorithm is standard and corresponds to the principle
standing behind all disagreement-based algorithms. Our first modification is that at each iteration
we also compute the empirical diameter D(Vj , L2(PQj )) and compare it with the threshold value
49α(nj , δj)/p. It follows that a large value of D(Vj , L2(PQj )) indicates that the current iteration
is too “noisy” and the reject option can help. Otherwise, if D(Vj , L2(PQj )) is small, we proceed
with the standard active learning strategy described above. Observe that D(Vj , L2(PQj )) 6 1, but
49α(nj , δj)/p is always greater than 1 for small values of j so that we never return f̂p too early. Our
second modification is that f̂p is built using a two-step aggregation procedure described in detail in
Section 3.1.

In Section 3.2 we show that Algorithm 3.2 is adaptive to the favorable noise assumptions: under
the bounded noise assumption the event D(Vj , L2(PQj )) > 49α(nj , δj)/p almost never happens,
Pr(f̂p(X) = ∗) is small, and our algorithm mimics the behavior of the standard active learning
strategy such as, for example, the one of Dasgupta, Hsu, and Monteleoni (2008).

3.1. Strategy of the proof and the mid-point algorithm

In this section, we introduce the mid-point algorithm used in Algorithm 3.2. This algorithm is a sim-
plified version of the aggregation procedure in (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019), inspired in turn
by several key aggregation algorithms for the squared loss (Audibert, 2008; Lecué and Mendelson,
2009; Mendelson, 2019).

Algorithm 3.3 (Mid-point Algorithm)

• Given the labeled sample Sn and the class F and the confidence δ and the abstention
margin p ∈ (0, 1

2 ].

• Find (any) ERM ĝ ∈ arg min
f∈F

RSn(f).
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• Let α(n, δ) be as in (6) and define

V =
{
f ∈ F : RSn(f)−RSn(ĝ) 6 2α2(n, δ) + 2α(n, δ)

√
Pn|f − ĝ|

}
,

• Consider the (random) set
{
f+ĝ

2 : f ∈ V
}

of {0, 1, 1/2}-valued functions and convert

it into {0, 1, ∗}-valued set Ĝ by replacing 1/2 with ∗.

• Define the mid-point classifier as f̃p ∈ arg min
f∈Ĝ

RpSn
(f).

• return f̃p.

We are ready to provide a data-dependent bound for this algorithm.

Theorem 3.4 Fix p ∈ (0, 1
2 ], δ ∈ (0, 1). Assume that the VC dimension of F is equal to d. In the

notation of Algorithm 3.3, we have that, with probability at least 1− δ, f∗ ∈ V and

Rp(f̃p)−R(f∗) 6 8α2(n, δ) + 12α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn))− p

4
D2(V,L2(Pn)), (7)

where α(n, δ) is given by (6). In particular, on this event whenever D(V,L2(Pn)) > 49α(n, δ)/p,
we have

Rp(f̃p) < R(f∗). (8)

For the rest of this section, we discuss how this passive learning result is used in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. The second part of the statement of Theorem 3.4 is one of our main technical insights.
This result means that for any labeled sample of size m we may compute the data-dependent value
D(V,L2(Pm)) and if it is larger than 49α(m, δ)/p, we conclude that f̃p outperforms f∗. This is a
favorable scenario in our context. Our second observation is that if D(V,L2(Pm)) is smaller than
49α(m, δ)/p, then one may show that the region of disagreement of V is small. Indeed, by the
definition of θ(·) and the uniform convergence, one can show that

P (DIS(V )) 6 θ(D2(V,L2(P )))D2(V,L2(P )) ≈ θ(D2(V,L2(Pm)))D2(V,L2(Pm)).

From this moment on, we use a standard active learning analysis following closely the well-proven
techniques of Dasgupta, Hsu, and Monteleoni (2008) (see also (Hsu, 2010; Zhang and Chaudhuri,
2014)). In some sense, our analysis reveals a dichotomy: at each iteration of Algorithm 3.2, we have
that either the noise of the problem is so high that even the negative excess risk is possible through
the reject option, or the problem is as good as if the bounded noise assumption holds. Moreover,
both situations can be empirically detected. As we pointed out, the negativity of the excess risk
(regret) for improper learners in passive (online) learning as in (8) is not well understood. Among
the few works exploring this is the paper of Audibert (2008) where the negativity of the excess
risk is used to explain why the so-called progressive mixture rules are deviation suboptimal. More
recently, Mourtada, Vaškevičius, and Zhivotovskiy (2021) used the negativity of the excess risk to
observe the same suboptimality for truncated linear least squares. The analysis of this paper reveals
that the negativity of the excess risk is helpful in active learning.
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Remark 3.5 Maximizing (7) with respect toD(V,L2(Pn)), we have, with probability at least 1−δ,

Rp(f̃p)−R(f∗) .
d log(n/d) + log(1/δ)

np
.

This bound is achieved in (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019, Theorem 2.1) by an algorithm requir-
ing an additional sample splitting step.

The proof of Theorem 3.4 blends the ideas of Audibert (2007); Mendelson (2019); Bousquet
and Zhivotovskiy (2019). We defer these derivations to Appendix A.

3.2. Adaptation to the bounded noise assumption

Assume that Massart’s noise condition (5) holds with h > 0 and that the Bayes rule f∗B belongs
to the class F . Under these conditions, there are active learning algorithms (see, for example,
Zhang and Chaudhuri (2014); Hanneke and Yang (2015)) showing exponential savings in active
learning whenever the disagreement coefficient is bounded. We show that Algorithm 3.2 adapts to
the bounded noise condition in the sense that if p 6 h/4, it also provides exponential savings and
outputs a classifier f̂p such that Pr(f̂p(X) = ∗) is small.

It is known (see, for example, (Herbei and Wegkamp, 2006, Equation (5))) that the optimal
{0, 1, ∗}-valued classifier with respect to Chow’s risk (1) is given by

f∗p (x) =

{
f∗B(x), if |2 Pr(Y = 1|x)− 1| > 2p,

∗, otherwise.

We see that if Massart’s noise condition holds, the Bayes rule f∗B minimizes the risk (1) for all
p 6 h/2. Therefore, if p 6 h/2 and f∗B ∈ F , the excess risk Rp(f̃j) − R(f∗B) cannot be negative.
Algorithm 3.2 is constructed in such a way that if it terminates before the J-th iteration, then the
excess risk Rp(f̃j) − R(f∗) is negative (see the details of the proof of Theorem 3.1). This yields
that Algorithm 3.2 finishes after J iterations in our case. We also have the following result.

Proposition 3.6 In the notation of Theorem 3.1, assume that the noise condition (5) with the pa-
rameter h > 0 holds and that f∗B ∈ F . We have for p ∈ [0, h/4] that the output classifier f̂p of
Algorithm 3.2, with the number of label requests as in Theorem 3.1, satisfies, with probability at
least 1− δ,

Pr(f̂p(X) = ∗) 6 4ε/h.

Moreover, on the same event, if all ∗-s are replaced by random guessing, which corresponds to the
risk R0, we also have

R0(f̂p)−R(f∗) 6 2ε.

With minor efforts, a similar result is achievable if for a chosen value of p, instead of assuming
that f∗B ∈ F and (5) holds, we have that the Bernstein assumption holds. That is, for any f ∈ F ,

hPr(f(X) 6= f∗(X)) 6 R(f)−R(f∗).

We omit these derivations in favor of a more transparent Proposition 3.6. The proof of Proposition
3.6 reveals that in the case where f∗B ∈ F , our passive Algorithm 3.3 abstains most of the times only
on the instances where the Bayes optimal classifier does not satisfy the bounded noise assumption.
This observation can be useful in the context of selective classification described above.
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Proposition 3.7 Assume that f∗B ∈ F . Then, the classifier f̃p of passive Algorithm 3.3 trained on
Sn satisfies, with probability at least 1− δ,

Pr
(
f̃p(X) = ∗ and |2 Pr(Y = 1|X)− 1| > 4p

)
6

592

np2

(
3d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

56

δ

)
.

4. Exponential savings under the model misspecification

In this section, we return to the setting where abstention is not allowed. The result of (Hanneke and
Yang, 2015, Theorem 4) implies that if Massart’s noise assumption (5) holds, ε ∈ (0, h/24), δ ∈
[0, 1/24], and the Bayes optimal rule f∗B belongs to F , then at least

Ω

(
1

h2

(
(1− h) min

{
s,
h

ε

}
log

1

δ
+ d

))
, (9)

label requests are needed to construct f̃ satisfyingR(f̃)−R(f∗) 6 ε, with probability at least 1−δ,
for some distribution of the unlabeled data PX . In particular, this result implies that the condition
s < ∞ is necessary for exponential savings in the number of label requests in this setup. Further,
the aforementioned lower bound in (Kääriäinen, 2006, Section 4.1) shows that the bounded noise
assumption (5) is necessary on the set where at least two functions in F disagree. Otherwise, one
can easily choose PX , so that the passive lower bound Ω

(
1
ε2

)
holds.

However, it is not immediately clear if the usual assumption f∗B ∈ F is also needed when (5)
holds for some h > 0. The lower bound in (Kääriäinen, 2006, Theorem 3) exploits a specific
situation where f∗B /∈ F , and there exist f, g ∈ F that disagree on a set of infinite size and this leads
to the agnostic lower bound Ω

(
1
ε2

)
. To avoid this obstacle in passive learning with deterministic

labeling, Ben-David and Urner (2014)2 introduced the notion of the diameter of F . Recall that it is
the smallest integer D such that

sup
f,g∈F

|{x ∈ X : f(x) 6= g(x)}| 6 D.

Similar to the star number, this complexity measure is infinite for many natural classes. However, it
is still relevant, as many existing lower bounds in classification use the classes with a finite diameter
(Massart and Nédélec, 2006; Audibert, 2009). Our second main result shows that if D is finite, one
can avoid the model misspecification problem in active learning under Massart’s noise.

Theorem 4.1 Assume that the diameter of F is equal to D and the VC dimension of F is equal to
d. Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1]. If Massart’s noise condition (5) is satisfied and h > 0 is known, then there is an
active learning algorithm (namely, Algorithm 4.2) such that after requesting at most

n = O

(
dθ(ε/h)

h2
log2

(
d

εhδ

)
+
D

h2
log

(
D

δ

))
labels, it returns a classifier f̂ satisfying, with probability at least 1− δ,

R(f̂)−R(f∗) 6 ε.

2. Their analysis is extended to the bounded noise case in (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019).
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This result implies that if both the diameterD and the disagreement coefficient θ(·) are bounded,
then exponential savings are possible (without assuming f∗B ∈ F) if Massart’s noise condition is
satisfied with h > 0. Further, by (Hanneke and Yang, 2015, Theorem 10) we have θ(ε/h) 6 s for
any distribution PX of the unlabeled data. Combining this result with Theorem 4.1, (Kääriäinen,
2006, Theorem 3) and (9), we see that exponential savings are possible for all distributions satis-
fying Massart’s noise condition (5) with h > 0 if and only if both the diameter D and the star
number s are finite. As we mentioned, both assumptions are quite restrictive and are not likely to
be simultaneously satisfied for any non-trivial class of interest. One may also argue as in (Hanneke,
2014, Section 5.2) that to get exponential savings, instead of requiring that s is finite, it is necessary
to assume that the disagreement coefficient θ(·) is bounded. However, this necessary assumption
leads to some technical complications and we prefer to avoid this statement for clarity.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 goes as follows. First, we fix p = 1/2− h/2 and use Algorithm 3.2
to construct f̂p. By Theorem 3.1 we have, with probability at least 1− δ/3,

Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗) 6 ε.

Observe that by the construction of Algorithm 3.2, and since we abstain only on the disagreement
set of two classifiers, it holds that |{x ∈ X : f̂p(x) = ∗}| 6 D. Therefore, if we specify the labels
on these at mostD instances, we obtain a {0, 1}-valued classifier f̂ . Since Massart’s noise condition
holds, a simple repeated-querying algorithm, similar to the one used in (Kääriäinen, 2006, Theorem
1), allows us to estimate the Bayes optimal rule f∗B on the finite set {x ∈ X : f̂p(x) = ∗}. The
value p = 1/2− h/2 is chosen to guarantee that

Pr
(
f∗B(X) 6= Y and f̂p(X) = ∗

)
6 (1/2− p) Pr

(
f̂p(X) = ∗

)
,

implying
R(f̂)−R(f∗) 6 Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗).

The formal description of the algorithm of Theorem 4.1 is as follows.

Algorithm 4.2

1. Fix p = h/2. Run Algorithm 3.2 with the number of label requests sufficient to output
f̂p satisfying, with probability at least 1− δ/3,

Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗) 6 ε/2.

2. Set X
f̂p

= {x ∈ X : f̂p(x) = ∗}.

3. Sample 28D log(6D/δ)
3h2ε

fresh i.i.d. instances from PX and denote them by Q.

4. Define f̃D : X
f̂p
→ {0, 1} as follows: for each x ∈ X

f̂p
request the labels of all,

but no more than the first 2 log(6D/δ)
h2

appearances of x in the sample Q. Set f̃D(x)
to be equal to the majority vote of the labels of x obtained this way with ties broken
arbitrarily.

13
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5. Set f̂(x) =

{
f̃D(x), if x ∈ X

f̂p
,

f̂p(x), otherwise.

6. return f̂ .

The full proof of Theorem 4.1 appears in Appendix D. Finally, we remark that the algorithm of
Theorem 4.1 is improper. That is, f̂ is not necessarily in F . Ben-David and Urner (2014, Theorem
13) show that in passive learning with deterministic labeling, it is necessary to use improper learning
algorithms to obtain the optimal sample complexity. A natural question is to understand if it is also
the case in the context of Theorem 4.1.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.4

Throughout the proof, we identify ∗ with 1/2 and convert {0, 1, ∗}-valued functions to {0, 1, 1/2}-
valued ones by replacing ∗with 1/2 and vice versa. We refer to (Bousquet and Zhivotovskiy, 2019),
where the connections between Chow’s risk, strong convexity and the model selection aggregation
are presented. In contrast, we provide a short and direct proof with explicit constants. As a result,
our algorithm is simpler (see Remark 3.5) and the proof is based only on the tools available in
(Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1974). In the notation of Theorem 3.4 and Algorithm 3.3, we need the
following auxiliary lemma.
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Lemma A.1 With probability at least 1− 4δ/7, for all f ∈ V , we have

Rp(f̃p)−R(f) 6 4α2(n, δ) + 8α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn))− pPn(f − ĝ)2,

where α(n, δ) is given by (6).

Proof Lemma E.3 implies that, with probability at least 1− 4δ/7, for any f ∈ V , it holds that

Rp(f̃p)−Rp(f) 6 Rpn(f̃p)−Rpn(f) + 4α2(n, δ) + 8α(n, δ)

√
Pn(f̃p − f)2.

By the definition of f̃p, there exists f0 ∈ V such that f̃p = (f0 + ĝ)/2. Then, by the convexity of
the seminorm L2(Pn),√

Pn(f̃p − f)2 6
(√

Pn(f0 − f)2 +
√
Pn(ĝ − f)2

)
/2 6 D(V,L2(Pn)).

This implies

Rp(f̃p)−Rp(f) 6 Rpn(f̃p)−Rpn(f) + 4α2(n, δ) + 8α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn)).

Define the loss function corresponding to the risk (1) as

`p(y, f(x)) = 1[y 6= f(x) and f(x) 6= 1/2] +

(
1

2
− p
)
1[f(x) = 1/2]. (10)

A direct calculation shows that for any {0, 1}-valued functions f, g and any y ∈ {0, 1} it holds that
for all x ∈ X ,

`p
(
y,
f(x) + g(x)

2

)
=

1

2
`p(y, f(x)) +

1

2
`p(y, g(x))− p(f(x)− g(x))2.

Observe that Rpn(f) = Pn`
p(Y, f(X)). By the definition of f̃p and the empirical risk minimizer ĝ,

we have for any f ∈ V ,

Rpn(f̃p) 6 Rpn

(
f + ĝ

2

)
=

1

2
Rpn(f) +

1

2
Rpn(ĝ)− pPn(f − ĝ)2 6 Rpn(f)− pPn(f − ĝ)2,

and the claim of the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 3.4 To prove (7), take h ∈ V , such that Pn(h − ĝ)2 > D2(V,L2(Pn))/4. The
existence of such an h follows from the definition of V . Due to Lemma E.2, there is an event E
such that Pr(E) > 1− 3δ/7 and f∗ belongs to V on E. Furthermore, on this event, it holds that

R(h)−R(f∗) 6 Rn(h)−Rn(f∗) + 2α2(n, δ) + 2α(n, δ)
√
Pn(h− f∗)2

6 Rn(h)−Rn(f∗) + 2α2(n, δ) + 2α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn)).

Since Rn(f∗) > Rn(ĝ), we have

Rn(h)−Rn(f∗) 6 Rn(h)−Rn(ĝ)

6 2α2(n, δ) + 2α(n, δ)
√
Pn(h− ĝ)2

6 2α2(n, δ) + 2α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn)),
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where the second and third inequalities hold since h, ĝ ∈ V . This yields

R(h)−R(f∗) 6 4α2(n, δ) + 4α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn)).

Applying Lemma A.1 and the union bound, we have, with probability at least 1− δ,

Rp(f̃p)−R(f∗) = Rp(f̃p)−R(h) +R(h)−R(f∗)

= Rp(f̃p)−Rp(h) +R(h)−R(f∗)

6 8α2(n, δ) + 12α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn))− pPn(h− ĝ)2

6 8α2(n, δ) + 12α(n, δ)D(V,L2(Pn))− p

4
D2(V,L2(Pn)).

Hence, the proof of (7) is finished. To prove (8), we consider the largest root of the equation

p

4
x2 − 12α(n, δ)x− 8α2(n, δ) = 0

and show that it is smaller than 49α(n, δ)/p. Indeed, taking into account that p 6 1/2, we obtain

2

p

(
12α(n, δ) +

√
144α2(n, δ) + 8pα2(n, δ)

)
6

2α(n, δ)

p

(
12 +

√
148
)
<

49α(n, δ)

p
.

Thus, if D(V,L2(Pn)) > 49α(n, δ)/p, then Rp(f̃p)−R(f∗) < 0.

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3.1

As we mentioned, our proof follows the standard arguments with several technical modifications
needed to incorporate the result of Theorem 3.4. For the ease of exposure, we split the proof into
several steps.

Step 0. Note that, for any f, g ∈ Vj−1, it holds that

|Sj |
(
RSj (f)−RSj (g)

)
= nj

(
RQj (f)−RQj (g)

)
,

because f(x) = g(x) for all x ∈ Qj\Dj .

Step 1. Let E1 be an event such that Pr(E1) > 1− δ1, f∗ belongs to V1 on E1, and, moreover,

Rp(f̃1)−R(f∗) 6 8α2(n1, δ1) + 12α(n1, δ1)D(V1, L2(Pn))− p

4
D2(V1, L2(Pn)),

where f̃1 is the output of Algorithm 3.3 applied to the class V0 = F with the confidence δ1. The
existence of such E1 is guaranteed by Theorem 3.4. Given an integer j > 2, define an event Ej as
follows. Let Ej be such that f∗ ∈ Vj on Ej , and, on the same event, it holds that

Rp(f̃j)−R(f∗) 6 8α2(nj , δj) + 12α(nj , δj)D(Vj , L2(Pn))− p

4
D2(Vj , L2(Pn)),
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where f̃j is the output of Algorithm 3.3 applied to the class Vj−1 with the confidence δj . Theorem
3.4 implies that Pr(Ej |E1, . . . , Ej−1) > 1− δj . Note that, by the definition of E1, . . . , EJ ,

Pr

 J⋂
j=1

Ej

 = Pr (EJ |E1, . . . , EJ−1) Pr (EJ−1 |E1, . . . , EJ−2) . . .Pr (E2 |E1) Pr (E1)

>
J∏
j=1

(1− δj) > 1−
J∑
j=1

δj = 1−
J∑
j=1

δ

(1 + j)2
> 1−

∞∑
j=1

δ

(1 + j)2
> 1− 2δ

3
.

In particular, this yields that, with probability at least 1− 2δ/3, f∗ ∈ Vj for any j ∈ {1, . . . , J}.

Step 2. Consider an event E∩ = ∩Jj=1Ej , Pr(E∩) > 1 − 2δ/3, where E1, . . . , EJ were intro-
duced in the previous step. We prove that on this event

Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗) 6 ε.

Theorem 3.4 implies that, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , J}, one has either D(Vj , L2(Pn)) < 49α(nj , δj)/p

orRp(f̃j)−R(f∗) < 0 onE∩. Hence, if the procedure terminates ahead of time, we haveRp(f̂p)−
R(f∗) < 0, with probability at least 1 − 2δ/3. In this case the proof is complete. Otherwise, we
have D(Vj , L2(PQj )) < 49α(nj , δj)/p for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J}, with probability at least 1 − 2δ/3.
Then, on the final iteration, we obtain

Rp(f̃J)−R(f∗) 6 8α2(n, δ) + 12α(n, δ)D(VJ , L2(Pn))− p

4
D2(VJ , L2(Pn)).

Maximizing the right-hand side over D(VJ , L2(Pn)) and taking into account that p 6 1/2, we get

Rp(f̃J)−R(f∗) 6 8α2(nJ , δJ) +
144α2(nJ , δJ)

p
6

148α2(nJ , δJ)

p
,

with probability at least 1 − 2δ/3. Recall that nJ = 2J−1 and δJ = δ
(J+1)2

. Since J satisfies the
condition

148α2(nJ , δJ)

p
6 ε,

we have Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗) = Rp(f̃J)−R(f∗) 6 ε, with probability at least 1− 2δ/3.

Step 3. The total number of labels requested by Algorithm 3.2 is equal to

T∧J∑
j=1

nj∑
i=1

1 (Xi ∈ DIS(Vj−1)) ,

where T is the iteration when the procedure terminates.
Previously, we proved that either D(Vj−1, L2(Pn)) < 49α(nj−1, δj−1)/p for all j 6 J or

we terminate at the moment j < J and Rp(f̃j) − R(f∗) < 0 < ε, with probability at least
1 − 2δ/3. Therefore, we may assume in the analysis that D(Vj−1, L2(Pn)) < 49α(nj−1, δj−1)/p
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for all j 6 T . Applying Lemma E.2, we have, with probability at least 1− 3δj/7,

sup
f,g∈Vj

P |f − g| 6 sup
f,g∈Vj

(
PQj |f − g|+ α(nj , δj)

√
PQj |f − g|+ α2(nj , δj)

)
6 D2(Vj , L2(PQj )) + α(nj , δj)D(Vj , L2(PQj )) + α2(nj , δj)

6
502α2(nj , δj)

p2
.

Consequently, on this event, DIS(Vj−1) ⊆ DIS(B(f∗, ξj−1)), where we defined

ξj−1 =
502α2(nj−1, δj−1)

p2
,

and

B(f∗, r) = {f ∈ F : P |f − f∗| 6 r} .

This yields PX (DIS(Vj−1)) 6 θ(ξj−1)ξj−1. Due to Bernstein’s inequality and since for a, b > 0,√
2ab 6 a/2 + b, (conditionally on Vj−1) it holds that, with probability at least 1− δj/56,

nj∑
i=1

1 (Xi ∈ DIS(Vj−1)) 6 njθ(ξj−1)ξj−1 +
√

2njθ(ξj−1)ξj−1 log(56/δj) + 2 log(56/δj)

6
3

2
njθ(ξj−1)ξj−1 + 3 log(56/δj)

= 3nj−1θ(ξj−1)ξj−1 + 3 log(56/δj)

6
4 · 502θ(ξj−1)

p2
(9d+ 3dj + 2 log(1 + j) + log(56/δ))

+ 6 log(1 + j) + 3 log(56/δ)

6
4 · 502θ(ξj−1)

p2
(9d+ (3d+ 3)j + 2 log(56/δ)) .

By the union bound, with probability at least

Pr(E∩)−
J∑
j=1

3δj
7
−

J∑
j=1

δj
56

> 1− 2δ

3
− 2δ

3

(
3

7
+

1

56

)
> 1− δ,

the total number of requested labels is not greater than

T∧J∑
j=1

4 · 502θ(ξj−1)

p2
(9d+ (3d+ 2)j + log(56/δ)) + 6 log(1 + j) + 3 log(56/δ),
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and, using the fact that θ(·) is a decreasing function, we obtain

T∧J∑
j=1

4 · 502θ(ξj−1)

p2
(9d+ (3d+ 3)j + 2 log(56/δ))

6
T∧J∑
j=1

4 · 502θ(ξj−1)

p2
(9d+ (3d+ 3)j + 2 log(56/δ))

6
36 · 502θ(ξJ−1)dJ

p2
+

2 · 502θ(ξJ−1)(3d+ 3)J(J + 1)

p2
+

8 · 502θ(ξJ−1)J log(56/δ)

p2

.
θ(ε/p)

p2

(
d log2

(
d

pε

)
+ log

(
d

pε

)
log

(
1

δ

)
+ log

(
1

δ

)
log log

(
1

δ

))
. (11)

To prove the last inequality, we took into account that, by the definition of J ,

ξJ−1 = 502α2(nJ−1, δJ−1)/p2 > (502ε)/(148p) > ε/p.

Moreover, it is easy to see that

nJ−1 .
d log(d/ε)

pε
+ log

1

δJ−1
. max

{
d log(d/ε)

pε
, log

1

δJ−1

}
,

which yields J . log
(
d
pε

)
+ log log(1/δ). Therefore, the upper bound (11) follows. For the sake

of presentation, in our statement we use a simple relaxation of (11).

Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.7

Proof of Proposition 3.6 Let η(x) = Pr(Y = 1|X = x). Theorem 3.1 yields that Rp(f̂p) −
R(f∗B) 6 ε, with probability at least 1 − δ. By (Boucheron et al., 2005, an equality on page 341),
we have

ε > Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗B) = E|2η(X)− 1|1
[
f̂p(X) 6= f∗B(X) and f̂p(X) 6= ∗

]
+ E

(
1

2
− p−min{η(X), 1− η(X)}

)
1
[
f̂p(X) = ∗

]
> 0 +

(
h

2
− p
)

Pr
(
f̂p(X) = ∗

)
>
h

4
Pr
(
f̂p(X) = ∗

)
,

where we used the noise condition (5). To finish the proof, note that on the same event we have

R0(f̂p)−R(f∗) = Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗) + pPr(f̂p(X) = ∗) 6 ε+
4pε

h
6 2ε.

The claim follows.

Proof of Proposition 3.7 As above, let η(x) = Pr(Y = 1|X = x). We show a slightly more
general result, that is, for any u > 0, with probability at least 1− δ,

Pr
(
f̃p(X) = ∗ and |2η(X)− 1| > 2(p+ u)

)
6

592

npu

(
3d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

56

δ

)
.
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First, maximizing (7) with respect to D(V,L2(Pn)), we obtain that

Rp(f̃p)−R(f∗B) 6
148α2(n, δ)

p
=

592

np

(
3d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

56

δ

)
,

with probability at least 1− δ. On the other hand, similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.6, we have

Rp(f̂p)−R(f∗B)

= E|2η(X)− 1|1
[
f̃p(X) 6= f∗B(X) and f̃p(X) 6= ∗

]
+ E

(
1

2
− p−min{η(X), 1− η(X)}

)
1
[
f̃p(X) = ∗

]
> 0 + E

(
1

2
− p−min{η(X), 1− η(X)}

)
1
[
f̃p(X) = ∗ and |2η(X)− 1| > 2(p+ u)

]
> uPr

(
f̃p(X) = ∗ and |2η(X)− 1| > 2(p+ u)

)
.

Combining these two bounds, we obtain

Pr
(
f̃p(X) = ∗ and |2η(X)− 1| > 2(p+ u)

)
6

592

npu

(
3d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

56

δ

)
.

The claim follows by choosing u = p.

Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 4.1

Step 1. First, we prove that conditionally on the observations required to construct f̂p, with proba-
bility at least 1− δ/3, for any x ∈ X

f̂p
it holds that either

f∗B(x) = f̃D(x), or Pr({x}) < ε

2D
. (12)

Assume that there is at least one x ∈ X
f̂p

such that Pr({x}) > ε
2D , since otherwise we already

have (12). For some integer m, we estimate the number of unlabeled instances sufficient to observe
each x ∈ X

f̂p
having Pr({x}) > ε

2D at least m times. Fix any such x and apply the Bernstein
inequality to Bernoulli random variables ηj = 1[x occurred on the j-th trial], 1 6 j 6 N . Then the
probability that a point x ∈ X

f̂p
with probability mass Pr({x}) > ε

2D was observed less than m
times after N > mPr({x}) trials does not exceed

exp

(
− N(Pr({x})−m/N)2

2 Pr({x})(1− Pr({x})) + 2(Pr({x})−m/N)/3

)
6 exp

(
−3Nε− 6mD

16D

)
.

Since the diameter is finite we have by the construction of Algorithm 3.2 that |X
f̂p
| 6 D. Thus,

by the union bound, the probability that there exists x ∈ X
f̂p

, Pr({x}) > ε
2D such that it occurred

less than m times after N trials is not greater than D exp
(
−3Nε−6mD

16D

)
. Thus, we need at most

D (6m+ 16 log(3D/δ)) /(3ε) unlabeled instances to satisfy this, with probability at least 1− δ/3.
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Recall that f∗B(x) = 1[Pr(Y = 1|X = x) > 1/2]. By our assumption, we have for any x,
|2 Pr(Y = 1|X = x)−1| > h. By Hoeffding’s inequality and the union bound, the probability that
there is x ∈ X

f̂p
such that the majority vote f̃D(x) is not equal to f∗B(x), is bounded by

2D exp
(
−2m(h/2)2

)
6 δ/3,

whenever the number of label requests m for each instance satisfies m > 2 log(6D/δ)
h2

. This proves
(12). Since |2 Pr(Y = 1|X)− 1| > h almost surely, we have

Pr(f∗B(X) 6= Y |X = x) = Pr(Y = 1|X = x) ∧ (1− Pr(Y = 1|X = x)) 6 (1− h)/2.

This implies that on the event where (12) holds, since |X
f̂p
| 6 D, we also have

Pr(f̃D(X) 6= Y and X ∈ X
f̂p

) 6
(

(1− h)PX

(
X
f̂p

)
+ ε
)
/2. (13)

Step 2. By the union bound, (13) and the first step of our algorithm we have, with probability
at least 1− δ,

R(f̂) = Pr(f̂p(X) 6= Y and X /∈ X
f̂p

) + Pr(f̃D(X) 6= Y and X ∈ X
f̂p

)

6 Pr(f̂p(X) 6= Y and X /∈ X
f̂p

) +
(

(1− h)PX

(
X
f̂p

)
+ ε
)
/2

= Rp(f̂p) + ε/2 6 R(f∗) + ε.

Thus, the desired risk bound follows.
Step 3. It is only left to estimate the number of label requests. Using the sample complexity

bound of Theorem 3.1 and that for each x ∈ X
f̂p

we request at most
⌈

2 log(6D/δ)
h2

⌉
labels, we have

that the total number of label requests is

n = O

(
dθ(ε/h)

h2
log2

(
d

εhδ

)
+
D

h2
log

(
D

δ

))
.

The claim follows.

Appendix E. Auxiliary results

The next result is due to Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1974, Theorem 12.2) presented in the form of
Boucheron et al. (2005, Theorem 5.1).

Lemma E.1 Let F be a class of {0, 1}-valued functions and for δ ∈ (0, 1), introduce

σ2(n, δ) =
4

n

(
logSF (2n) + log

8

δ

)
.

Then, with probability at least 1− δ, for all f ∈ F , it holds that

Pnf − Pf 6 min
{
σ2(n, δ) + σ(n, δ)

√
Pf, σ(n, δ)

√
Pnf

}
and

Pf − Pnf 6 min
{
σ2(n, δ) + σ(n, δ)

√
Pnf, σ(n, δ)

√
Pf
}
.
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Lemma E.2 Let F be a class of {0, 1}-valued functions with VC dimension d. Fix δ ∈ (0, 1). Let

β2(n, δ) =
4

n

(
2d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

24

δ

)
.

Then, the following inequalities hold simultaneously, with probability at least 1−δ for all f, g ∈ F:

|R(f)−R(g)−Rn(f) +Rn(g)| 6 2β2(n, δ) + 2β(n, δ)
√
Pn|f − g| ∧ P |f − g|, (14)

and
|P |f − g| − Pn|f − g|| 6 β2(n, δ) + β(n, δ)

√
Pn|f − g| ∧ P |f − g|. (15)

The result of Lemma E.2 is a simple corollary of Lemma E.1. Similar bounds are used in the
proofs in (Dasgupta et al., 2008; Hsu, 2010; Zhang and Chaudhuri, 2014; Bousquet and Zhivo-
tovskiy, 2019). We provide the proof of Lemma E.2 for the sake of completeness. We remark
that in our analysis, the logarithmic factors can be improved. In particular, the results in (Giné
and Koltchinskii, 2006; Zhivotovskiy and Hanneke, 2018) allow refining the logarithmic factors in
Lemma E.2. Moreover, the techniques in (Hanneke and Yang, 2015, Theorem 4) give a better joint
dependence on the VC dimension d and the star number s in a similar context. An adaptation of
these techniques is a natural direction of future research.
Proof of Lemma E.2 By Sauer’s lemma (Sauer, 1972, Theorem 1), we have

logSF (2n) 6 d log
e(2n ∨ d)

d
.

Then, the inequality (15) follows from Lemma E.1 applied to the classF∆F = {|f−g| : f, g ∈ F}
with the confidence δ/3 and the fact that

logSF∆F (2n) 6 2 logSF (2n).

To prove (14), we rewrite 1[f(x) 6= y]− 1[g(x) 6= y] in the form

1[f(x) 6= y]− 1[g(x) 6= y] = 1[f(x) 6= y and g(x) = y]− 1[g(x) 6= y and f(x) = y]

and apply Lemma E.1 to the classes F1 = {(x, y) 7→ 1[f(x) 6= y and g(x) = y] : f, g ∈ F} and
F2 = {(x, y) 7→ 1[f(x) = y and g(x) 6= y] : f, g ∈ F}. It is easy to see that

logSF1(2n) = logSF2(2n) 6 2 logSF (2n).

Then, with probability at least 1− δ/3, it holds that

|P1[f(X) 6= Y and g(X) = Y ]− Pn1[f(X) 6= Y and g(X) = Y ]|

6 β2(n, δ) + β(n, δ)
√
P1[f(X) 6= Y and g(X) = Y ] ∧ Pn1[f(X) 6= Y and g(X) = Y ]

6 β2(n, δ) + β(n, δ)
√
P (f − g)2 ∧ Pn(f − g)2,

and, with the same probability,

|P1[g(X) 6= Y and f(X) = Y ]− Pn1[g(X) 6= Y and f(X) = Y ]|

6 β2(n, δ) + β(n, δ)
√
P1[g(X) 6= Y and f(X) = Y ] ∧ Pn1[g(X) 6= Y and f(X) = Y ]

6 β2(n, δ) + β(n, δ)
√
P (f − g)2 ∧ Pn(f − g)2.
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Then, with probability at least 1− 2δ/3, we have

|R(f)−R(g)−Rn(f) +Rn(g)| 6 2β2(n, δ) + 2β(n, δ)
√
P (f − g)2 ∧ Pn(f − g)2.

Finally, the union bound concludes the proof.

Our next result provides a similar uniform bound for Chow’s risk.

Lemma E.3 Let F be a class of {0, 1}-valued functions with VC-dimension d and let

G =
F + F

2
=

{
f1 + f2

2
: f1, f2 ∈ F

}
.

Denote

γ2(n, δ) =
4

n

(
3d log

e(2n ∨ d)

d
+ log

32

δ

)
.

Then, with probability at least 1− δ, for all f ∈ F , g ∈ G, it holds that

|Rp(f)−Rp(g)−Rpn(f) +Rpn(g)| 6 4γ2(n, δ) + 8γ(n, δ)
√
Pn(f − g)2 ∧ P (f − g)2.

Proof Recall the definition (10) of the `p loss. We have Rp(f) = P`p(Y, f(X)) and Rpn(f) =
Pn`

p(Y, f(X)). For any f ∈ F , g ∈ G, and for any y ∈ {0, 1}, x ∈ X , it holds that

`p(y, g(x))− `p(y, f(x))

= 1[g(x) = y and f(x) 6= y]− 1[g(x) = 1− y and f(x) = y]

+

(
1

2
− p
)
1

[
g(x) =

1

2
and f(x) = y

]
−
(

1

2
+ p

)
1

[
g(x) =

1

2
and f(x) 6= y

]
.

Apply Lemma E.1 to each term in the right hand side. First, Sauer-Shelah lemma yields

logSG(2n) 6 2 logSF (2n) 6 2d log
e(2n ∨ d)

d
.

Define the classes

G1 = {(x, y) 7→ 1[g(x) = y and f(x) 6= y] : g ∈ G, f ∈ F},
G2 = {(x, y) 7→ 1[g(x) = 1− y and f(x) = y] : g ∈ G, f ∈ F},
G3 = {(x, y) 7→ 1[g(x) = 1/2 and f(x) = y] : g ∈ G, f ∈ F},
G4 = {(x, y) 7→ 1[g(x) = 1/2 and f(x) 6= y] : g ∈ G, f ∈ F}.

It holds that

max
16k64

logSGk(2n) 6 logSG(2n) + logSF (2n) 6 3d log
e(2n ∨ d)

d
.

Using 1[g(x) = y and f(x) 6= y] 6 1[g(x) 6= f(x)] 6 4(f(x) − g(x))2, we deduce that, with
probability at least 1− δ/4, it holds that

|P1[g(X) = Y and f(X) 6= Y ]− Pn1[g(X) = Y and f(X) 6= Y ]|

6 γ2(n, δ) + 2γ(n, δ)
√
Pn(f(X)− g(X))2 ∧ P (f(X)− g(X))2.
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Similarly, we have, with probability at least 1− δ/4,

|P1[g(x) = 1− y and f(x) = y]− Pn1[g(x) = 1− y and f(x) = y]|

6 γ2(n, δ) + 2γ(n, δ)
√
Pn(f(X)− g(X))2 ∧ P (f(X)− g(X))2.

Finally, using the fact that

1[g(x) = 1/2 and f(x) = y] 6 4(f(x)− g(x))2

and
1[g(x) = 1/2 and f(x) 6= y] 6 4(f(x)− g(x))2,

we have, with probability at least 1− δ/4,∣∣∣∣P1(g(x) =
1

2
and f(x) = y

)
− Pn1

(
g(x) =

1

2
and f(x) = y

)∣∣∣∣
6 γ2(n, δ) + 2γ(n, δ)

√
Pn(f(X)− g(X))2 ∧ P (f(X)− g(X))2

and ∣∣∣∣P1(g(x) =
1

2
and f(x) 6= y

)
− Pn1

(
g(x) =

1

2
and f(x) 6= y

)∣∣∣∣
6 γ2(n, δ) + 2γ(n, δ)

√
Pn(f(X)− g(X))2 ∧ P (f(X)− g(X))2.

Hence, by the union bound, with probability at least 1− δ, we have

|Rp(f)−Rp(g)−Rpn(f) +Rpn(g)| 6 4γ2(n, δ) + 8γ(n, δ)
√
Pn(f − g)2 ∧ P (f − g)2.

The proof is complete.
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